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Abstract
 .Low temperature EPR results from Photosystem I PS I single crystals of Synechococcus elongatus are presented.
Illumination at 150 K and pH 6.4 is used to photoreduce the two terminal 4Fe–4S centers to the noninteracting state
 y.  y. y yF q F . From the EPR data and the analysis of the rotation pattern for both F and F the following information isA B A B
 . y y  .obtained: i the principal values of the g tensors of F and F , ii the orientations of their principal g tensor axes withA B
 .respect to the crystal axes for each of the six PS I centers per unit cell, and iii their orientation with respect to one another.
In addition, significant differences between Fy and Fy are noted with respect to the orientational dependence of theA B
linewidth and the saturation behavior of their EPR signals. In principle, six relative arrangements of the g tensors of FyA
and Fy are consistent with the EPR data. Only two out of these six are compatible with the known structure of the bacterialB
 .   . .ferredoxin from P. aerogenes PaFd Adman, E.T., Siecker, L.C. and Jensen, L.H. 1976 J. Biol. Chem. 251, 3801 which
has been used as a model for the core of the PsaC protein carrying F and F in PS I. It is concluded that the PaFd and theA B
PsaC protein are analogous with respect to the central part of their structures. The results and conclusions are compared to
those obtained from studies on oriented membranes
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1. Introduction
The relationship between structure and function
during the photosynthetic conversion of light into
Abbreviations: PS I, Photosystem I; PS II, Photosystem II;
P , primary donor chlorophyll-a in PS I; PaFd, Peptococcus700
aerogenes ferredoxin; FeS, 4Fe–4S; F , F , F , FeS centers inX A B
PS I; NaASC, sodium ascorbate; PMS, phenazine methosulfate;
 .MES, 2- N-morpholino ethanesulfonic acid; Cys, cysteine amino
acid; FWHM, full width at half maximum; EPR, electron para-
magnetic resonance
)  .Corresponding author. Fax: q49 30 838 6081; E-mail:
stehlik@zaphod.physik.fu-berlin.de.
electrical energy in reaction centers of purple bacteria
can be studied in considerable detail because the
˚three-dimensional structure is known with nearly 2 A
w xresolution 1–3 . In contrast, corresponding investiga-
tions of the more complex water-oxidizing photo-
w xsynthesis of higher plants and cyanobacteria 4 are
hampered, because the structures of the plant reaction
 .centers Photosystem I and II PS I and PS II are not
known yet to the same detail for recent reviews on
w x.PS I see 5–8 . With the availability of single crys-
tals of PS I from the cyanobacterium Synechococcus
w x elongatus 9,10 previously referred to as Syne-
.chococcus sp. , its three-dimensional structure was
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˚ w xdetermined initially at 6 A resolution 10,11 and
˚ w xmore recently at 4.5 A 12 . Even at these limited
resolutions, at least three structural elements can be
deduced in the electron density map with a reason-
 .ably high degree of confidence: i the three spherical
high-intensity maxima are readily assigned to the
 .  .three 4Fe–4S iron–sulfur clusters, ii elongated
tubular structures correspond to a-helices of the
 .membrane intrinsic proteins, and iii flattened struc-
tures are assigned to the chlorophyll-a antenna
molecules. An arrangement for the electron transport
w xchain has been proposed 10–12 .
In this arrangement of the electron carriers, the
 .geometrical centers of the three 4Fe–4S clusters,
F , F , and F , are determined with highest precisionX A B
because the heavy Fe atoms are by far the strongest
X-ray scatterers. The clusters form an irregular trian-
gle; the one located within the membrane embedded
region is attributed to F . In this position, F canX X
function as an intermediate in the electron transfer
w x w xchain as established by optical 13 , pulsed EPR 14
w xand transient EPR 15 experiments. Because of the
˚rather low resolution of 6 and 4.5 A, the most reliable
information on the two terminal clusters, F and F ,A B
˚ .are i the distance of 12 A between their centers and
 .ii the angle of about 548 between the crystallo-
graphic c-axis and the vector joining F and F .A B
F and F are located in the subunit PsaC whichA B
exhibits some specific homology, in the amino acid
w xsequence, to the bacterial 2 4Fe–4S cluster ferre-
 . w x doxin from Peptococcus aerogenes PaFd 16 now
.reclassed as Peptostreptococcus asaccharolyticus .
The three-dimensional structure of PaFd and related
w xferredoxins are known 17–22 and PsaC is probably
structurally related because of the homology in the
amino acid sequence and the similarity in the center-
to-center distances between the 4Fe–4S centers. Var-
ious attempts have been made to model the three-di-
w xmensional structure of the PsaC protein 16,23–25 .
EPR spectroscopy is a well established method for
 .studying iron–sulfur centers. The three 4Fe–4S
clusters in PS I can be distinguished by their unique
g tensors. In oriented membranes or single crystals,
the orientations of the g tensor axes can be deter-
mined relative to the macroscopic orientation axes
w xand with respect to each other 26–30 . In the most
w xrecent study on oriented thylakoid membranes 30 ,
the structural organization of the iron–sulfur centers
was inferred. However, single crystals studies should
w xyield more accurate results. We have reported 29
the g tensor orientation of F , the most readilyA
photoreduced terminal electron acceptor, with respect
to the crystal axes. Although PS I single crystals
withstand the low temperature needed for such EPR
studies when a suitable cryoprotectant is used, they
do not tolerate the addition of reductants like dithion-
ite at alkaline pH, which is the usual method for
reducing the iron–sulfur centers.
Here, we demonstrate that under suitable condi-
tions, photoreduction of both F and F is possible inA B
PS I crystals. Furthermore, the analysis of the EPR
 .data yields i the principal values of the g tensors of
y y  .both F and F , ii the orientations of their princi-A B
pal g tensor axes with respect to the crystal axes, and
 .iii their orientation with respect to each other. This
relative orientation is compared to that of PaFd con-
firming the structural analogy between these proteins.
The orientation of the PsaC protein within the reac-
tion center is proposed which is in good agreement
with all information presently available from the
w x electron density maps of PS I 11,12 see accompa-
w x.nying paper 31 .
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Reduction of F and FA B
Both F and F may be reduced within the sameA B
PS I center with dithionite at pH 10 which results in
the characteristic EPR spectrum of the coupled state
 y y.  w x.F F see, e.g., Ref. 32 . However, such treat-A B
ment of PS I crystals, which are grown at low ionic
strengths, leads to the destruction of the crystalline
structure. Alternatively, illumination at temperatures
up to about 200 K using glycerol as a cryoprotectant
produces an increased relative concentration of Fy toB
Fy as compared to illumination without glycerol. ItA
has been suggested, that this is due to a different shift
w xin the redox potentials of the two FeS centers 32–34 .
Again, PS I single crystals are however intolerant of
w xglycerol. As demonstrated 29 , illumination at pH
6.4 and 18 K using sucrose as a cryoprotectant
generates a charge separation between PqP and one700
of the two terminal FeS centers, Fy or Fy, which isA B
stable at low temperatures. The EPR spectra of such
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w xcrystals 29 show that F is predominantly reducedA
by this procedure; only minor amounts of Fy couldB
be accumulated. On the assumption that the relative
concentrations of photoreduced Fy and Fy are gov-A B
erned by the difference in their redox potential see
w x.Ref. 32 , illumination at higher temperatures was
employed to accumulate more reduced F .B
2.2. PS I single crystals and sample preparation
Trimeric PS I was isolated from the thermophilic
cyanobacterium Synechococcus elongatus. PS I sin-
w xgle crystals were grown as described 10,11 . Rod-
 .shaped, hexagonal single crystals ‘needles’ have
been used. The morphological needle axis corre-
sponds to the crystallographic c-axis the hexagonal
.symmetry axis while the adjacent edges of the
hexagonal cross section define the a- and b-axes.
The space group of the crystals is P6 ; the dimen-3
˚sions of the unit cell axes are asbs286 A, cs167
˚ w xA 10,11 with two PS I trimers per unit cell and one
PS I monomer constituting the asymmetric unit. The
crystallographic C axis, which is identical to the3
threefold axis relating the monomers within a trimer,
and the two-fold screw axis, which relates the two
trimers to one another, are collinear to the crystal
c-axis. On elimination of translational symmetry and
the introduction of a center of inversion this reduces
to D point-symmetry.6
Elongated, rod-shaped PS I crystals were incu-
bated for 10 min in the dark in buffer containing 5
 .mM MES pH 6.4 , 0.02% b-dodecylmaltoside to-
gether with 10 mM NaASC and 20 mM PMS in
order to rereduce any PqP , which might be present.700
Thereafter, the crystals were incubated for a further
10 min. in identical buffer with 1.5 M sucrose as a
cryoprotectant. Together with a drop of buffer, a
crystal was then transferred to a flat-bottom suprasil
quartz tube and oriented with the needle axis the
.crystallographic c-axis parallel to the bottom plate
of the tube. The true crystal orientation was checked
by the experimental rotation pattern as described in
the Results section. However, the orientation of the
rotation axis with respect to a- and b-axes could not
 w x.be determined unambiguously see also Ref. 29 .
After orientation, the crystal was shock frozen in
liquid nitrogen, and the tube was transferred to the
cryostat, which was precooled to 18 K. A home-built
goniometer allows full rotation around an axis per-
pendicular to the external magnetic field, B . After0
an EPR spectrum was collected in the dark, the
temperature was raised to 150 K. The single crystal
was illuminated at 150 K by focusing the light of a
 .mercury lamp HG100 from Osram through a 10 cm
water filter into the cavity. During illumination, the
cuvette was rotated in order to optimize the photo-
reduction of the FeS centers. When the EPR signal
around gs2, which is due to stable PqP , did not700
 .increase further usually after about 10 min , the
sample temperature was again lowered back to 18 K,
under illumination to suppress the recombination of
qP  .yP F rF .700 A B
2.3. EPR experiments
EPR spectra were recorded with a Varian E3
spectrometer X-Band, f9 GHz microwave fre-
.quency equipped with a TE resonator, which has102
a light penetration grid in one wall to allow illumina-
tion of the sample within the cavity. The temperature
was controlled with an Oxford ESR9 cryostat with
temperature control system. After the illumination
procedure, EPR spectra were measured in the dark at
18 K as a function of the rotation angle, a , in 58
steps for a total of 1858. The dark spectrum, which
was measured prior to illumination and which is
independent of the sample orientation, was subtracted
from all subsequent spectra. For each rotation angle,
a , the magnetic field sweep was measured outside
the cryostat with an NMR gaussmeter Bruker ER
.035 M and the field scale was corrected afterwards
for small shielding effects of the cryostat as described
in Section 3.
3. Results
In Fig. 1 typical EPR spectra of Fy and Fy forA B
selected orientations of the PS I single crystal with
respect to the external magnetic field are presented.
The orientation dependence of all identifiable line
positions of the twelve FeS centers per unit cell is
 .displayed in Fig. 2 rotation pattern . The smooth
 .curves in Fig. 2 solid and dashed lines are fits to the
experimental points from which the principal values
of the g tensors and the orientation of their principal
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axes with respect to the crystal axes can be deter-
 .mined see Table 1 . In the following, we describe
various aspects derived from the spectra in Fig. 1 as
Fig. 1. Light-induced EPR spectra of a PS I single crystal from
Synechococcus elongatus at 18 K for selected rotation angles a
between the crystal and the magnetic field B . The c-axis is0
 . nearly perpendicular to the rotation axis misaligned 5–78 see
.text . Spectra are recorded in the dark after illumination at 150 K.
An orientation-independent dark spectrum was subtracted. Exper-
imental conditions: Microwave frequency 9.20949 GHz; mi-
crowave power 10 mW; modulation amplitude 1 mT at 100
.kHz . The orientation-independent signal at g s2.0026 is due to
PqP and has been observed at all rotation angles a . The capital700
letters, A and B, over each spectra indicate the approximate
resonance position assigned to Fy and Fy, respectively. SpectraA B
 .are shown at the following rotation angles: a s08 A ; a s358
 .  .  .B ; a s608 C ; a s908 D .
well as the criteria used to determine the line posi-
tions and their assignments. We then present details
of the fits in Fig. 2 and show in detail how the
g-values and the orientation of the tensor axes in
Table 1 have been obtained.
3.1. EPR spectra of PS I single crystals illuminated
at 150 K
The first derivative cw-EPR spectra, dx YrdB , of0
the pre-illuminated PS I crystal were measured at 18
K as a function of the rotation angle a , which is
defined as the angle between the external magnetic
field, B , and the crystallographic c-axis. Both are0
adjusted to be perpendicular to the rotation axis from
the crystal mounting procedure. Fig. 1 shows typical
spectra for a set of selected rotation angles similar to
w xthose used in Ref. 29 for a better comparison with
 .earlier data. The spectrum at as08 Fig. 1A shows
three main resonances, due to PqP , Fy and Fy. The700 A B
relatively narrow line at gs2 is readily attributed to
PqP . This line position is essentially independent of700
the orientation as expected at X-Band microwave
frequency due to the negligibly small anisotropy of
 qP . w xg P 35 . It therefore serves as a standard in700
 w x.magnetic field calibration see also 29 . The angle a
has been defined to be zero for the orientation at
which only a single line is observed for each of FyA
and Fy. This is expected when the c-axis, i.e. theB
crystallographic symmetry axis, is parallel to the
external magnetic field, B . The six PS I centers in0
the unit cell are equivalent at this orientation. How-
 .ever, the full rotation pattern see Fig. 2 shows that
the c-axis was actually tilted slightly out of the
rotation plane and thus as08 gives the orientation
where the angle between the c-axis and B is only0
 .close to zero see below . In Fig. 1A, the strongest
y  w x.signal at g s1.931 is due to F cf. Ref. 29 andeff A
the broader resonance at g s2.012, under the nar-eff
row PqP signal, is due to Fy.700 B
 .For as908 Fig. 1D an effective C -axis relating2
the two PS I trimers is nearly parallel to the magnetic
field. Thus, a set of three resonances is expected for
each center, Fy and Fy. Indeed, together with theA B
gs2 signal from PqP , three strong lines for Fy are700 A
readily identified. In contrast, the line intensities for
the three expected Fy lines are rather weak. How-B
ever, the distorted line shape at high field clearly
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Fig. 2. Rotation pattern of all identified resonance positions due to both Fy and Fy. The g 2-values of the EPR-line maxima are plottedA B
 y.  y.  .versus the rotation angle a . Dashed F and solid F lines are fits of Eq. 1 to the data points. The numbering of the rotation curvesA B
y w x yof F corresponds to the previous assignment in Ref. 29 and has been deduced from crystal symmetry. The numbering of the F curvesA B
 y y.  . are based on the R F qF transformation matrix, R 11 , and the simulation with the PaFd structure see Table 2 and SectionPsaC A B PsaC
.4 . The primed and unprimed line notations correspond to the two PS I trimers per unit cell, respectively.
indicates that both Fy and Fy contribute to this lineA B
with comparable amplitudes. Their respective g-val-
ues were derived by simulating the line shape. As
expected, only two components – represented by the
first derivative of their gaussian lines – with an
amplitude ratio of about 3:1 and g-values as indi-
cated in Fig. 2 account quite well for the line shape
of this high-field line. This indicates that the Fy lineB
has a relative amplitude of about 25% as compared to
the Fy line. The remaining two lines expected for FyA B
are very weak in intensity, but they can be inferred
 .from the overall rotation pattern cf. Fig. 2 .
 .At the intermediate angle as358 Fig. 1B a
spectrum with the largest number of resolved lines is
Table 1
The principal g-values and angles of the principal axes with respect to the crystallographic c-axis for Fy and FyA B
ag-Values of the FeS center Angles with c-axis Ref.
g g g b b bxx yy zz X Y Z
y cF 1.856 1.941 2.051 538 488 648 this workA
y cF 1.880 1.916 2.056 778 608 348 this workB
y w xF 1.855 1.942 2.050 528 488 658 30A
y b w xF 1.886 1.920 2.067 908 608 308 30B
y w xF 1.866 1.948 2.054 52.68 48.48 64.18 29 trimer IA
y w xF 1.867 1.949 2.053 52.18 48.98 64.18 29 trimer IIA
a w x w xFor Ref. 30 , angles are given with respect to the membrane normal, which has been determined to be parallel to the crystal c-axis 11 .
b w xNot determined experimentally, see Ref. 30 .
c The angles b , b and b have been obtained from the transformation matrices R and R which diagonalize the g 2 tensors ofX Y Z CA CB
Fy and Fy, respectively. The mean error for the angles is about 38 due to crystal misalignment. See text for more details.A B
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obtained. The six resonances of the Fy centers areA
distinguishable and can be assigned together with the
w xrotation pattern as described in Ref. 29 . In accor-
w xdance with Ref. 29 , the lowest field signal is as-
signed to Fy. The g-value is close to the g -prin-B zz
cipal value of Fy, indicating that the principal z-axisB
of Fy makes an angle of f358 to the c-axis. OtherB
weak resonance positions for Fy can again be as-B
signed in consistence with the overall rotation pat-
tern.
 .The spectrum at as608 Fig. 1C shows well
defined EPR lines for Fy on both the high- andA
low-field end. The corresponding g-values approxi-
mately constitute the extremes of the Fy resonances,A
because they nearly correspond to the principal g-
 w x.values, g and g see also Ref. 29 . Except forxx zz
two clearly visible resonance positions for Fy atB
g s1.901 and 2.025, the remaining Fy lines caneff B
again only be assigned in relation to the overall
rotation pattern.
It is apparent from Fig. 1 that for most orienta-
tions, the Fy lines are barely above noise level. Yet,B
at specific orientations they reach an intensity which
is comparable to that of the Fy lines. At theseA
orientations, the line intensity of Fy achieved byB
illumination at 150 K can be compared to that ob-
w xtained with illumination at 18 K 29 . It is estimated
that the relative intensities of the Fy signals at,B
 .as08, 358 and 608 see Fig. 1 are increased by at
least a factor of 2–3.
3.2. Angular dependence of line intensity and width
The integrated intensities of the six EPR lines
arising from the six FeS centers of a given type FA
.or F should be identical and are expected to beB
independent of the rotation angle, a . However, this is
clearly not the case for the lines in Fig. 1. One trivial
reason for this is that at some orientations several
lines coincide as a result of the crystal symmetry. For
example, for a given FeS type with as08 i.e. the
.c-axis parallel to B , all six lines coincide and with0
as908 there are three pairs of overlapping line
positions. The observed Fy line intensities qualita-A
tively follow this symmetry-related dependence. At
as908, the line intensity corresponding to two FyA
centers per unit cell is roughly doubled as compared
y  .to each single F line at as358 cf. Fig. 1D and BA
and the largest amplitude is observed at as08 Fig.
. y1A . Closer inspection of the F line intensity re-A
veals, however, that they exhibit an additional small
but significant angular dependence. In principle, the
mosaic spread of a single crystal can account for such
an orientation dependence of line intensity and
linewidth. This is because each crystal has a non-
negligible mosaic spread, which leads to a distribu-
tion of the EPR line positions resulting in an angu-
larly dependent broadening of the EPR line. The
broadening is determined by the variation of the line
position with molecular orientation see, e.g., Ref.
w x.36 . As this variation approaches zero near the
principal axes of the g tensor, broadening due to
mosaic spread is smallest when a principal axis is
parallel to B . However, the influence of the mosaic0
spread is expected to be the same for the EPR signals
of Fy and Fy due to their comparable g-anisotro-A B
pies. As mentioned, the EPR line intensities of FyA
exhibit a weak variation with angular orientation in
addition to that due to crystal symmetry: The inte-
grated intensities of the low- and high-field reso-
nances in Fig. 1C – the g-values of which nearly
correspond to the respective x- and z-principal g-
values of Fy – decrease by at most a factor of two, ifA
the angle between B and the respective principal0
axis increases. These properties of Fy reflect theA
upper limit for the mosaic spread. Untreated PS I
w xcrystals have a mosaic spread of about 0.58 11
which is too small to account for the observed ampli-
tude variation of Fy. Using a gaussian distribution ofA
the orientations of the axes with respect to the crystal,
the angular dependence of the Fy amplitudes can beA
simulated by assuming a width of f58 FWHM not
.shown . Such an increased disorder most probably
results from the shock freezing of the crystal, which
is known to produce a larger mosaic spread as com-
 w x.pared to room temperature see, e.g., Ref. 37 .
The most notable effect in linewidth for the FyA
 .lines is seen at as358 Fig. 1B , where the partially
X overlapping lines assigned as 1A and 1A see below,
.Fig. 2 differ in linewidth by nearly a factor of two.
In contrast, for Fy, significant line intensity can beB
observed only near turning points in the rotation
 .pattern see Fig. 1B and C . At as358, the position
of the low-field Fy line corresponds approximatelyB
 y.to g F . This line arises from a single site in thezz B
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unit cell and its intensity is close to that of a single
y  . yF line cf. Fig. 1B . However, this F line is onlyA B
slightly weaker than the line at as08 which corre-
y  .sponds to six equivalent F lines cf. Fig. 1A and B .B
In addition, when a deviates from 358 the intensity
y  .of the single F line drops drastically not shown .B
At most other orientations, the Fy lines are so weakB
that their position can only be inferred from careful
inspection of the spectra and in conjunction with the
 .overall rotation pattern Fig. 2 . Clearly, mosaic
spread cannot account for these effects, because – as
mentioned – it should influence the EPR lines of FyB
in the same way as found for Fy.A
A second important reason for an orientation de-
pendence of the EPR line intensity and linewidth are
the relaxation times T and T which are governed1 2
by tensorial quantities and can therefore have large
anisotropic contributions. Both, the homogeneous
linewidth and the saturation behavior of an EPR line
are determined by the relaxation times and can thus
be orientation dependent. As Fy and Fy are inA B
different environments, their relaxation properties
w xcould be very different as has been suggested 38 to
explain the temperature dependence of the EPR spec-
tra of the two 4Fe–4S clusters in the isolated PsaC
protein. Although, this provides a plausible qualita-
tive explanation for the observed behavior the magni-
tude of the effects are surprisingly large. A more
thorough investigation of the relaxation behavior is
currently in progress which should provide more
insight into the molecular origins of the different
behavior of Fy and Fy.A B
Finally, as demonstrated, Fy and Fy cannot onlyA B
be distinguished by their unique g tensors, but also
by grossly different orientation dependencies of their
line intensities, despite both being bound to the PsaC
 .protein unit see also below .
3.3. Rotation pattern
In Fig. 2 all observed line positions for Fy and FyA B
as a function of the rotation angle a are collected.
The resonance positions at various rotation angles
were obtained by evaluating the maxima of the EPR
signals in the numerically integrated cw-EPR spectra
using the PqP signal to calibrate the field. The solid700
and dashed curves describe the orientation depen-
dence of the EPR lines and have been obtained as
follows. Using a least squares method, the function:
g 2 sa qa Pcos 2a qa Psin 2a 1 .  .  .eff 1 2 3
was fitted to the data points corresponding to each
FeS center. This equation is an alternative representa-
tion of the more common expression for rotating the
 .effective g-value in a particular plane X–Z plane of
the laboratory axis system:
g 2 sg 2 Pcos2 a qg 2 Psin2 a .  .eff XX ZZ
q2Pg 2 Pcos a sin a 2 .  .  .XZ
Generally, in a single crystal the EPR resonance
position follows the equation:
g 2 sg 2 Pcos2 f qg 2 Pcos2 f .  .eff xx x yy y
qg 2 Pcos2 f 3 .  .zz z
 .  .where cos f isx, y, z is the direction cosine ofi
the magnetic field B to the principal axis i of the g0
tensor. Moreover, the laboratory axis system does not
usually coincide with the principal axes of the g
tensor of the species of interest. Thus, in general,
three independent rotation patterns are necessary to
completely evaluate the tensor g 2 1. Diagonalization
of g 2 yields the principal g-values and the orienta-
 .tion direction cosines of their principal axes with
respect to the laboratory axis system. Because of the
hexagonal symmetry of the PS I unit cell, one rota-
 .tion pattern with the symmetry axis the c-axis
perpendicular to the rotation axis contains sufficient
information in order to construct the complete g 2
w xtensor as shown previously 29 .
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the effective g-values of
the two sets of lines at as08 are distinctly different.
They average to about 1.931 for Fy and 2.010 for FyA B
 .cf. Fig. 1A . As expected, two sets of six rotation
lines are obtained for Fy and Fy. The fitted curvesA B
 .solid and dashed lines in Fig. 2 do not coincide
perfectly at as08. This indicates that the single
crystal was not perfectly oriented during mounting,
such that the is not precisely perpendicular to the
 .rotation axis as intended see also below .
The dashed curves correspond to the six inequiva-
1 The measured g-value is determined by the square of g, the
2  w x.g tensor see, e.g., Ref. 39 .
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lent Fy centers per unit cell, and agree with ourA
w xearlier results 29 . As described above, the principal
g-values as well as the orientation of the principal
axes of the six g tensors of Fy to the c-axis areA
evaluated. The average values are presented in Table
1. Because of the slight misorientation of the crystal
 .see also below , the angles obtained now are less
w x  .accurate than previously 29 cf. Table 1 . The prin-
cipal g-values for Fy are virtually the same asA
w xobtained by Guigliarelli et al. 30 on partially ori-
ented PS I membranes. On the other hand, they are
w xconsistently lower than obtained previously 29 pos-
sibly due to a calibration error in the earlier work.
In addition to the Fy rotation pattern in Fig. 2, theA
y additional full set of six rotation lines for F solidB
.lines is shown, inferred on the basis of fewer line
positions and much smaller amplitudes than those of
Fy. The assignment of the rotation lines to Fy isA B
supported by the observed principal g-values see
.Table 1 . Comparison of the g tensor orientations
from our single crystal measurement and from ori-
w x  .ented membranes 30 Table 1 shows good agree-
ment with one noticeable exception, viz. the orienta-
 y.tion of the g F axis. Note that the crystal c-axisxx B
and the membrane normal are collinear see, e.g.,
w x.  y.Ref. 11 . Presumably, the deviation of g F axisxx B
from the orientation perpendicular to the membrane
normal could not be resolved in the oriented mem-
branes, while it is unambiguous in the single crystal
w xdata. Especially, in Ref. 30 the amplitude variation
 y.of the g F axis between 608 and 908 is notxx B
particularly pronounced, moreover a broad back-
ground signal, with an orientation-dependent ampli-
tude, complicates evaluation. This is again in agree-
 .ment with our rotation pattern Fig. 2 which shows
rather broad maxima between 708 and 858. Another
discrepancy between the single crystal measurement
w xand the study by Guigliarelli et al. 30 relates to the
relative orientation of Fy and Fy which will beA B
 .discussed later see Section 4.1 .
Our main objective is to obtain structural informa-
tion regarding the F and F centers as well as theA B
PsaC protein. Any conclusions are dependent on the
accuracy of the fits in Fig. 2 as well as on the
assignments of the rotation lines to Fy and Fy. Thus,A B
before proceeding we will comment briefly on the
redox-state of the reaction center as well as on the
misalignment of the crystal.
( y) ( y)3.4. Redox-state in PS I monomer: F q F ˝s.A B( y y)F FA B
Photoreduced Fy and Fy are both produced withinA B
the same crystal, hence two possible redox-states
exist. Because the total number of reduced centers is
relatively small under the conditions employed, a
superposition of PS I monomers is expected with
only one of F or F reduced. Fy and Fy do notA B A B
 y.  y.interact in this redox-state denoted F q F . InA B
principle, it is possible that both F and F areA B
reduced within the same PsaC unit. This redox-state,
 y y.F F , has been observed in powder samples andA B
has characteristic spectral features due to the mag-
netic coupling between the two paramagnetic centers
w x30,33 . We can rule out this possibility since our
spectra do not show the loss of features associated
 y.  y.  y y.with g F and g F as observed for F F .zz B xx A A B
 y y.In addition, in solution the state F F is achievedA B
only at high pH by illumination above 200 K or by
chemical reduction with dithionite. As described in
Section 2, the PS I single crystals do not tolerate
either high pH or dithionite treatment.
3.5. Crystal alignment
The principal values and orientations of the princi-
 .pal axes of the g tensor Table 1 have been derived
on the assumption that the rotation axis is perpendic-
 w x.ular to the crystal see also Ref. 29 . However,
because of difficulties in mounting the crystal, the
intended alignment is not exactly achieved. This is
particularly obvious in the rotation pattern of Fig. 2,
which does not display mirror symmetry with respect
to as908 nor perfect coincidence at as08 in
w x.contrast to Ref. 29 . Because of the high signal
intensities obtained using this particular crystal, the
most extensive analysis have been concentrated on
this crystal rather than better aligned ones. To quan-
tify the crystal misalignment, the rotation pattern for
Fy was simulated for several crystal alignments us-A
ing the orientation of the g tensor principal axes
w xdetermined in Ref. 29 . These calculations indicate
an inclination of 5...78 of the c-axis to the plane
perpendicular to the rotation axis. Thus, the use of
the hexagonal symmetry in the calculation of the
g 2-tensor elements from the rotation pattern is still
well justified.
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4. Further evaluation and relation to the PaFd
structure
Based on the known g tensor orientations of the
two FeS centers with respect to the crystal axes, we
proceed to evaluate the relative orientation of the FeS
centers within the subunit PsaC. We will further
compare the derived results with those calculated
from the known PaFd structure. From this compari-
son it will be shown that the central part of the PaFd
structure provides a structural analog for the PsaC
protein. This will allow us to use the EPR data to
determine the orientation of the PsaC protein in the
 w x.PS I reaction centers see accompanying paper 31 .
4.1. Relati˝e orientation of the g tensors of F y andA
F yB
As a first step the rotation lines have to be as-
signed pairwise to the PS I units in the single crystal
unit cell. The criterion will be to find one unique
transformation matrix which relates the two FeS cen-
ters, Fy and Fy, to one another for each of the sixA B
PS I monomers per unit cell. In principle, 36 possible
relations exist between the g tensors of the six FyA
and six Fy centers. However, due to the symmetryB
elements of the PS I unit cell, viz. the twofold screw
axis and the threefold axis, the number of possibili-
ties is reduced to six. This is because the g tensors of
both Fy and Fy are subdivided into two sets corre-A B
sponding to the two PS I trimers per unit cell see
.Fig. 2, primed vs. unprimed labels . Therefore, only
 y y.six possible relations, referred to as R F qF ,PsaC A B
of Fy to Fy remain. The Euler angles for theB A
 y y.resulting six transformation matrices R F qFPsaC A B
 .with an 1808 ambiguity in the axis assignment are
 .listed in Table 2 upper part . However, it is not
possible to decide which of these six transformation
matrices is the correct one. This is due to the fact that
the rotation pattern is determined by the g tensors of
Fy and Fy and not, for example, by the g tensor ofA B
 .the coupled state see above , i.e., it is independent of
the relative orientation, although, by symmetry, the
number of possible relative orientations is restricted
to six.
w xGuigliarelli et al. 30 derive a set of Euler angles
 .R , see also Table 2 which does not agreeMembrane
with any of our six possible sets calculated from the
Table 2
Transformation matrices relating the two g tensor axis systems
of Fy and Fy to each otherA B
y y b a .R F qF Euler anglesA B
wr8 u r8 c r8
 .R 11 303 86 228PsaC
 .R 12 110 39 27PsaC
 .R 13 137 68 175PsaC
X .R 11 342 143 247PsaC
X .R 12 155 93 5PsaC
X .R 13 102 70 83PsaC
)R 127 35 180Membrane
1.  .R 11 304 82 234PaFd
X2 .  .R 13 104 83 78PaFd
a  y y.The Euler angles of the transformation matrix, R F qF , areA B
 .  .  .defined as follows: RsR c PR u PR w . For experimen-z x z
tally deduced Euler angles the mean error is f58.
b  y y.The transformation matrix R F qF has been calculatedPsaC A B
from the experimentally determined orientations of the principal
g tensor axes of Fy and Fy with respect to the crystal axisA B
 .  ysystem R and R ; cf. legend of Table 1 , viz.: R F qCA CB PsaC A
y. TF sR PR .B CB CA
 X.For instance, R 12 represents the transformation matrix forPsaC
y . y X . y . y X . y .the following relation: F 1 “F 2 ; F 2 “F 3 ; F 3A B A B A
y X . y X . y . y X . y . y X . y .“F 1 ; F 1 “F 2 ; F 2 “F 3 ; F 3 “F 1 .B A B A B A B
See text for more information and Fig. 2 for comparison.
1.  y y. 2 .  y y.R F qF and R F qF represent the transforma-PaFd A B PaFd A B
tion matrices using the simulation on basis of the PaFd structure
 .  .and assuming either the g tensor assignment 1 or 2 to the
 .4Fe–4S cluster see text .
) w xEuler angles from Guigliarelli et al. 30 for Synechocystis
6803 PS I.
experimental rotation pattern. Their Euler angles were
obtained by the simulation of the EPR powder spec-
 y y.trum of the coupled state, F F , in which theyA B
took advantage of the orientation of the g tensor axes
of Fy and Fy deduced from their study of orientedA B
PS I particles. Furthermore, a simulation of the rota-
tion pattern for the Fy lines using the orientations ofB
Fy from our work and the Euler angles fromA
w xGuigliarelli et al. 30 is not in agreement with the
results presented for Fy in Fig. 2. It should beB
stressed, that this is not due to trivial problems like a
difference in the definition of the Euler angles. Rather
the assumptions on which the interpretation of the
data from partially oriented samples reported in Ref.
w x 30 are based have to be rechecked see also Results
.section . It would be of particular interest to resimu-
 y y.late the powder spectrum of the coupled state F FA B
in view of the results obtained in this work.
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In the following, the results are discussed in the
light of the proposed structural analogy see Section
.1 of the PsaC protein with the bacterial ferredoxin of
Peptococcus aerogenes. To this end, transformation
matrices have been calculated from the arrangement
of the two 4Fe–4S clusters of the X-ray structure of
w xPaFd 17,18 with a definite assignment of the g
tensor axes with respect to the 4Fe tetrahedron of the
 .  .4Fe–4S cluster see below . In Table 2 bottom the
Euler angles for two transformation matrices,
 y y.R F qF , calculated from the PaFd structurePaFd A B
1.  .are given. The striking similarity between R 11PaFd
 .and R 11 which has been obtained experimen-PsaC
 .tally is quite obvious. This suggests that i there is
indeed a correspondence between the relative orienta-
tions of the two 4Fe–4S clusters in PaFd and PsaC,
 .and ii that the assumptions of the axes assignment
of the g tensors to the 4Fe–4S cluster are valid. In
the last section the details of the calculation of
 y y.R F qF from the PaFd structure will be de-PaFd A B
lineated and discussed with particular emphasis on
the assignment of the g tensor axes to the molecular
axes.
( y4.2. Calculation of transformation matrices R F qA
y)F on basis of the PaFd structureB
To compare the experimental transformation matri-
 y y.ces R F qF , which relate the g tensors ofPsaC A B
y y  .F and F in the PS I single crystal see Table 2 ,A B
with transformation matrices calculated on basis of
 y y.the known PaFd structure, R F qF , the fol-PaFd A B
lowing properties are known from independent exper-
imental evidence:
4.2.1. Structural properties
w xThe PaFd structure 17,18 provides a suitable
model for the relative arrangement of the Fe atoms of
the two 4Fe–4S cluster in the PsaC protein see
.Section 1 . Furthermore, site-directed mutagenesis
work demonstrates that F and F of PsaC respec-A B
w xtively correspond to cluster II and I of PaFd 25 .
Thereby, the iron atoms of the 4Fe–4S clusters may
be assigned to the eight cysteines Table 3, upper
.part . The numbering of the Cys refers to the amino
acid sequence of the respective proteins and that of
w xthe Fe atoms to that of Adman et al. 17,18 .
The structure of PaFd reveals a pseudo-C symme-2
Table 3
 .Assignment of Fe atoms to cysteines upper and parameters
 .from the simulation of the transformation matrix lower
Cysteine residues of
PaFd PsaC
Cluster I, FB
Fe C8 C111
Fe C11 C142
Fe C14 C173
Fe C45 C584
Cluster II, FA
Fe C18 C215
Fe C35 C486
Fe C38 C517
Fe C41 C548
X1. 2 . .  .R 11 R 13PaFd PaFd
Cluster I, FB
mixed-valence pair Fe Fe Fe Fe1 3 1 3
equal-valence pair Fe Fe Fe Fe4 2 2 4
g Fe Fe Fe Fe =Fe Fexx 1 3 3 4 2 1
g Fe Fe Fe Fe =Fe Feyy 4 2 4 1 2 3
g H g , g H g , gzz xx yy xx yy
Cluster II, FA
mixed-valence pair Fe Fe Fe Fe6 8 6 8
equal-valence pair Fe Fe Fe Fe5 7 7 5
g Fe Fe Fe Fe =Fe Fexx 6 8 8 5 7 6
g Fe Fe Fe Fe =Fe Feyy 5 7 5 6 7 8
g H g , g H g , gzz xx yy xx yy
Upper part: Correspondence of the eight Fe atoms to the binding
cysteine amino acids in the PaFd- and PsaC-sequence, respec-
tively. The numbering of the Fe atoms, i.e.Fe ...Fe , refers to the1 8
w xnumbering of PaFd from Adman et al. 17,18 . Refinement of the
initial X-ray data set and sequence determination yield the result,
 . w xthat a Cys C22 is missing in the old sequence 19 . Referring to
the new numbering, all numbers of the cysteines after residue
C22 have to be incremented by one. The inserted amino acid
neither changes the arrangement of the FeS clusters nor the
overall PaFd structure, because it is located in the insensitive
loop region and does not ligate to any Fe atom.
Lower part: Parameters from the simulation of the transforma-
tion matrix relating Fy and Fy using the PaFd structure. TheA B
Fe–Fe pairs which make up the mixed-valence and equal-valence
pair are shown for the two simulations which fit the experimental
 .transformation matrix compare to Table 2 . The assignment of
the g tensor axes to the respective Fe pair is discussed in the text
and refers to work on model 4Fe–4S clusters by Lamotte and
w xco-workers 42,46 .
try axis, C Fd, which relates the two FeS-centers as2
well as their respective immediate protein environ-
ments. This axis is oriented perpendicular to the line
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connecting the two centers of gravity of the FeS-clus-
ters. Consequently, the eight iron atoms constitute
 .four pseudo symmetric pairs Table 3, upper part :
Fe –Fe ; Fe –Fe ; Fe –Fe , and Fe –Fe .1 6 2 7 3 8 4 5
The structure of a 4Fe–4S cluster may be viewed
as a distorted cubane formed by one 4S- and one
4Fe-tetrahedra which differ in size, such that Fe and
S atoms occupy alternating corners.
4.2.2. Electronic properties
w x1q.The reduced 4Fe–4S cluster Fe S formally4 4
consists of two Fe2q, two Fe3q ions plus an extra
 w x.electron. Mossbauer studies see, e.g., Refs. 40,41¨
have indicated two localized pairs of Fe ions to exist
with different oxidation states, viz. an equal-valence
 2q 2q.pair Fe –Fe and a mixed-valence pair. Within
the mixed-valence pair the extra electron is fully
delocalized over the two Fe sites, each of the two Fe
ions thus exhibit a formal charge of Fe2.5q. With
regard to the distorted cubane structure, the Fe–Fe
distance vectors within the mixed-valence and equal-
valence pair are perpendicular to each other but
collinear to the diagonals of opposite cube faces.
4.2.3. Assignment of magnetic axes
w xEPR studies on 4Fe–4S model compounds 42,43
which were g-irradiated to generate reduced and oxi-
dized 4Fe–4S clusters, provide essentially two alter-
natives for the assignment of the g tensor axes to the
distorted FeS cubane:
1. The principal axes of g and g are collinear toxx yy
the Fe–Fe distance vectors of the mixed-valence
and equal-valence pair, respectively. That is, they
are diagonals of opposite cube faces. The g -axiszz
is normal to these cube faces. In Fig. 3 such an
assignment is depicted.
2. Each of the three principal axes is normal to one
of the three mutually orthogonal cube faces, the
g -axis again oriented perpendicular to both thezz
mixed-valence and equal-valence pair vectors. This
 .is equivalent to assignment 1 following a rota-
tion of the principal axes by 458 around the g -zz
axis.
Further assignments are possible in principle. A
somewhat different assignment was concluded by
w xHuttermann et al. 44,45 . Their simulation of the¨
magnetic field dependence of the proton ENDOR-fre-
quencies of the reduced 4Fe–4S enzyme Enolate
Fig. 3. View onto the 4Fe–4S cluster based on the X-ray
 . w xstructure of PaFd cluster I 17,18 together with the particular g
 .  .tensor assignments 1 see text and Table 3 . The orientation of
the g tensor axis system belongs to the transformation matrix
1.  .R 11 which simulates the experimentally obtained transfor-PaFd
 .  .mation matrix R 11 see Table 2 and Table 3 . Iron atomsPsaC
are depicted as large black spheres, sulfur atoms as gray spheres
and C atoms as smaller black spheres. Only sulfur and Cb b
atoms are shown for the cysteines coordinating the iron atoms of
the cluster. Their numbering refers to the amino acid sequence of
 w x.PaFd molscript 47 .
Reductase supports an assignment in which the g -zz
 .axis the axis with the largest principal value and the
 .g -axis having the smallest g-value are inter-xx
 .changed with respect to assignment 1 , i.e. the g -zz
axis is parallel to the mixed-valence distance vector
and the g -axis is perpendicular to both Fe–Fe pairs.xx
 .In addition to the calculations for assignments 1 and
 .2 we performed the calculation of all possible trans-
formation matrices using this assignment.
Although it is rather suggestive to relate the g
tensor assignment in the two clusters by the C -sym-2
 Fd. metry C resulting from the PaFd structure see2
.above , we did not use this limitation a priori and left
the choice of the g tensor axes within the two cubes
unrestricted.
 .In this unrestricted case for each assignment 1
 .and 2 , 144 different possibilities exist. For instance,
 .assignment 1 gives rise to six possibilities for the
assignment of the x-principal axis to a specific Fe–Fe
pair of a ‘reduced’ cluster. The remaining Fe–Fe pair
vector represents the y-principal axis, whereas the
z-principal axis is defined by the cross-product of x
and y. In addition, the signs of the x- and y-principal
axes have a twofold alternative yielding 24 possibili-
ties for one cluster. For the second cluster only six
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possible axis assignments remain 2, hence 144 possi-
ble arrangements for both clusters. The same holds
 .for assignment 2 .
The transformation matrices for the respective as-
 1.  y y. 2 .  y y..signment R F qF and R F qF havePaFd A B PaFd A B
been calculated for all possibilities and compared to
 ythe experimentally deduced matrices, R F qPsaC A
y.F . Surprisingly, only two out of the six experimen-B
  .tal transformation matrices R 11 using assign-PsaC
 .  X.  ..ment 1 and R 13 using assignment 2 can bePsaC
 .simulated quite well cf. Table 2 . The remaining
experimental matrices cannot be simulated at all with
the calculated transformation matrices; the difference
between each of the calculated Euler angles and those
determined experimentally is at least 208. The fact
that only two transformation matrices can be identi-
fied to be compatible with experiment and calculation
is interpreted as independent support for the struc-
tural analogy between the PsaC protein and PaFd. In
 .addition, we suggest R 11 to be the uniquePsaC
transformation matrix relating the two 4Fe–4S clus-
ters in the PsaC protein of PS I. This is because of
1.  .the slightly better agreement of R 11 andPaFd
 . 2 .  X.  X.R 11 as compared to R 13 and R 13 ;PsaC PaFd PsaC
especially the angle between the z-principal axes of
Fy and Fy, i.e. the Euler angle u , is better simulatedA B
1.  . w xusing R 11 . Moreover, as demonstrated 31 thisPaFd
choice is supported by independent evidence.
Using the g tensor assignment of Hutterman¨
w x44,45 no correspondence to any of the experimental
transformation matrices has been found except a rather
 X.poor agreement to matrix R 12 . The differencePsaC
between one of the calculated Euler angles and the
 X.corresponding one of R 12 is as large as 258.PsaC
Therefore, we conclude that this assignment does not
apply to the situation in the protein PsaC.
In the following, the detailed assignment of the g
tensor axes to the iron atoms is discussed for the
1.  . 2 .  X.transformation matrices R 11 and R 13 bothPaFd PaFd
of which correspond to experimental matrices. It is
 .obvious from Table 3 lower part that both the
equal-valence and the mixed-valence pair are consti-
tuted by the same Fe-pairs irrespective of the g
2 Different signs of the principal g tensor axes of this second
cluster generates transformation matrices which by principle can-
not be distinguished by the EPR experiment.
tensor assignment, i.e. g and g are either parallelxx yy
to the respective Fe-pair or normal to a cube face. In
Fig. 3, the assignment of the g tensor axis to both
4Fe–4S clusters is shown for the transformation ma-
1.  .trix R 11 . Together with Table 3 this demon-PaFd
strates, that the local pseudo-C symmetry indeed2
applies to the g tensor axes assignment of both
clusters. This furthermore implies that the electronic
structures of the two 4Fe–4S cubes with respect to
the mixed- and equal-valence pair conform to this
local C -axis. It should be mentioned, that although2
two other calculated transformation matrices one for
.each assignment are in fairly good agreement with
  .  X..the experimental matrices R 11 and R 13 ,PsaC PsaC
however, they do not obey the C -symmetry. In2
addition to a less accurate simulation 3 of the experi-
mental data the symmetry provides a plausible selec-
tion argument.
Hence, we conclude:
fl The PaFd structure, at least with respect to the
spatial arrangement of the two 4Fe–4S centers,
corresponds to that of PsaC.
fl A specific pair of Fe-atoms in Fy and Fy isA B
associated with the mixed valence pair, as deter-
mined by the g tensor axis assignment see Fig. 3
.and Table 3 .
w xIn the accompanying paper 31 , the EPR results
obtained in this study are utilized to predict the
orientation of PsaC with respect to the overall PS I
complex. The relative orientations of Fy and FyA B
determined experimentally and partially based on the
PaFd model are used to evaluate the angle between
 Fd.the proposed pseudo-C -symmetry C axis and the2 2
crystal c-axis. This is then correlated with the results
obtained from the electron density map available for
w xPS I 11,12 .
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